In order to help reduce silicosis in miners, the National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH) is developing field-portable methods for measuring airborne respirable crystalline silica (RCS), specifically the polymorph a-quartz, in mine dusts. In this study we demonstrate the feasibility of end-of-shift measurement of a-quartz using a direct-on-filter (DoF) method to analyze coal mine dust samples deposited onto polyvinyl chloride filters. The DoF method is potentially amenable for on-site analyses, but deviates from the current regulatory determination of RCS for coal mines by eliminating two sample preparation steps: ashing the sampling filter and redepositing the ash prior to quantification by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometry. In this study, the FT-IR spectra of 66 coal dust samples from active mines were used, and the RCS was quantified by using: (1) an ordinary least squares (OLS) calibration approach that utilizes standard silica material as done in the Mine Safety and Health Administration's P7 method; and (2) a partial least squares (PLS) regression approach. Both were capable of accounting for kaolinite, which can confound the IR analysis of silica. The OLS method utilized analytical standards for silica calibration and kaolin correction, resulting in a good linear correlation with P7 results and minimal bias but with the accuracy limited by the presence of kaolinite. The PLS approach also produced predictions well-correlated to the P7 method, as well as better accuracy in RCS prediction, and no bias due to variable kaolinite mass. Besides decreased sensitivity to mineral or substrate confounders, PLS has the advantage that the analyst is not required to correct for the presence of kaolinite or background interferences related to the substrate, making the method potentially viable for automated RCS prediction in the field. This study demonstrated the efficacy of FT-IR transmission spectrometry for silica determination in coal mine dusts, using both OLS and PLS analyses, when kaolinite was present.
Introduction
Sustained occupational exposure to airborne respirable crystalline silica (RCS) has detrimental effects to human health, including decreased lung function as well as increased incidences of pulmonary tuberculosis, lung cancer, and silicosis. [1] [2] [3] [4] The U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) sets daily exposure limits on the most abundant RCS polymorph, a-quartz. Regulatory exposure assessment utilizes two analytical techniques for the analysis of samples collected in mines for RCS, namely mid-infrared (IR) spectrometry and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). The former approach is mandated for use in U.S. coal mines, 5 while noncoal mine dusts are evaluated using XRD. 6 Current methods for RCS quantification usually require mailing a sample to an off-site laboratory for analysis. Timely decisions regarding exposure reduction and implementation of control technologies in the workplace are therefore limited. Such time lapses may lead to miners being overexposed to RCS for long periods of time before action is taken, even in environments where the elevated presence of silica has been detected and addressed from a regulatory standpoint. 7 Developing field-based monitoring techniques for RCS is a current research objective of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). The use of mid-IR analysis, particularly Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometry, for a direct-on-filter (DoF) determination of RCS has shown promise. 8, 9 Prior to recommending the field deployment of IR procedures, the technical limitations associated with RCS quantification using on-site IR (DoF) analysis must be investigated. A primary limitation of a DoF IR-based method for measuring RCS is the presence of siliceous IR confounders in the mine geology.
Coal mine dust typically contains both RCS and kaolinite clay, the IR spectra of which exhibit overlapping absorption features around 800 cm À1 . The presence of kaolinite significantly influences the estimated mass of RCS in coal dusts estimated by IR spectrometry and kaolinite correction methods are common to the laboratory determination of RCS. 5, 10 The MSHA P7 method minimizes kaolinite interference by adjusting the area of the quartz doublet by referencing the Al-OH vibration which is assumed to correspond only to kaolinite at $915 cm À1 . 11 The P7 protocol also suppresses the organic fraction of coal by ashing the sampling filter and depositing the resulting product onto a new (DM-450 copolymer) filter. Ashing is particularly important for RCS determination in higher-rank coal dusts, such as low-volatile bituminous and anthracite, given the characteristically strong aromatic C-H out-of-plane (OOP) bending bands near 800 cm À1 . 12, 13 While these steps in the P7 protocol certainly eliminate most common mineral and organic interferences, they may consequently result in a loss of mass and therefore add bias to the resulting RCS calibration and subsequent estimation of exposure.
Biases associated with sample handling, filter ashing, and ash redeposition are either minimized or reduced by DoF analysis. However, interference from organic material left within the IR sampling volume becomes the primary source of suspected analytical error. Before isolating the impact of organic interferences to the DoF determination of silica, the impact of nonuniform dust deposition, known to occur with the industry-standard tamper-proof cassettes, was ruled out. 14 Specifically, preliminary investigations using a limited set of laboratory-prepared samples concluded that RCS determination using DoF IR analysis for lab-generated coal dusts is not substantially impacted by current sampling equipment and methodologies. 14, 15 The present study extends DoF FT-IR determination of RCS to samples collected from active U.S. coal mines. Two calibration protocols are employed to assess the impact of DoF analysis on RCS determination relative to the MSHA P7 method. The first protocol closely follows the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation of RCS from the MSHA P7 method by developing calibration factors from analytical silica and kaolinite standards; DoF analysis constitutes the only significant difference between the two methods. The sensitivity of the calibration to organic and mineral interferences is then assessed by predicting RCS in samples acquired from six active coal mines.
The second protocol uses a multivariate partial least squares (PLS) regression to develop a calibration directly from coal mine samples, with an independent laboratory providing the estimated RCS mass to use as standards (y) in the calibration. 16, 17 Using field standards for calibration constitutes a secondary calibration and is commonplace in multivariate analysis. 16, 17 In the present context, a singleanalyte PLS calibration decomposes an N-by-p matrix of FT-IR spectra, ½X, by projecting the between-sample variations in IR absorption onto new orthogonal variables (''scores'') which are used to predict RCS mass. Formally, the PLS calibration equations consider every available wavenumber (as opposed to band area or amplitude) when developing regression parameters as follows:
Here, ½X is decomposed into the product of the PLS scores ½T and loadings matrix, ½P. The scores describe the orthogonal projection of each p-length spectrum (P ¼ 5048 wavenumber in these spectra) onto the PLS components whereas the loadings describing the coefficients of linear combination describing the major between-sample variations in ½X. The residual matrix, ½E, describes all variability in ½X that is not modeled by the components and includes additive noise and all other noninterfering absorptions in the spectral matrix. In Eq. 2, we see that the scores matrix-by construction, maximally correlated to the RCS standards (y)-are used to quantify RCS with regression coefficients (q) relating the scores to RCS standards with residuals f.
Scores and loadings, often referred to collectively as components, latent variables, or factors, 18, 19 are extracted sequentially with the first maximally correlated to the RCS standards and later explaining absorption variability less correlated to the RCS standards. 20 If spectra are numerically preprocessed prior to calibration (e.g., baseline corrected), [21] [22] [23] this allows the algorithm to separate absorption variations exclusively associated with RCS mass (e.g., variations in wavenumbers comprising the 800 cm À1 band) from variability related to interferences (e.g., polyvinyl chloride [PVC] filter) onto distinct components. Therefore, the first few PLS components (columns in ½T and ½P) are generally predictive of RCS while the later may correct the regression coefficients used to estimate RCS mass for interferences related to mine geology, slight differences in filter thickness, filter substrate scattering, and so on. Furthermore, since the PLS calibration is developed from field standards, any kaolin correction performed by the independent laboratory is incorporated into the estimated PLS parameters, implying that, unlike the OLS method, another round of kaolinite correction is not needed for the PLS protocol.
For the reasons mentioned above, a PLS regression is expected to produce comparatively better predictions (e.g., lower standard error of prediction, SEP) than the OLS protocol. Furthermore, if spectra are adequately preprocessed to suppress background prior to calibration, a clear and distinct connection to either the analyte (i.e., RCS) or any strongly absorbing interferences (e.g., kaolinite, sampling filter) will be apparent on PLS diagnostic plots (e.g., scores plots, loadings). This has already been shown to be true for RCS determined in non-coal mine samples. 24 Furthermore, the PLS protocol does not require the analyst to directly interact with the FT-IR spectra by performing band integrations, but considers the individual spectral channels (wavenumbers) automatically when performing a calibration. Therefore, the (blind) prediction of field samples is readily accomplished by transforming the regression coefficients (q) into the more familiar form as:
with the following RCS prediction equation as
where ½W are the PLS loading weights that are discussed in detail elsewhere. 16, 17 Methodology
Sampling Procedures
For this study, a total of 101 samples of coal mine dust were collected on PVC filters during air quality surveys in six active coal mines. Airborne dust was collected using sampling trains standardized for coal mines (Code of Federal Regulations 30, Part 70.201). The sampling flow rate was 2.0 L min À1 and large (>5 mm) particulate matter was removed using Dorr-Oliver cyclones, which only pass the respirable fraction. Respirable particles were deposited onto pre-weighed 37 mm diameter PVC filters with 5 mm pore size (Zefon, Inc.) mounted within the coal dust sampling cassettes. After collection, all filter samples were weighed to determine the mass of loaded respirable dust. The origin of the samples is summarized in Table 1 .
Fourier Transform Infrared Analysis
The filters were removed from the sampling cassettes and mounted in a stainless steel holder for FT-IR analysis. Filters were carefully mounted to ensure that the 6 mm diameter IR beam always probed the center of the filter. Mounting samples in this manner proved adequate for capturing Table 1 . Geographic, operating, and geologic characteristics of the six U.S. coal mines sampled in this study. Samples acquired from Mines 6 and 6a were collected from the same site on different occasions. The number of total samples (#) and samples above the OLS method limit of quantification (LOQ) are displayed as well. a representative fraction of RCS deposited onto the PVC filter when samples were collected using any one of three common filter cassettes located after a Dorr-Oliver cyclone. 14 Transmission IR spectra of the dust-laden filters were acquired using a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer. Spectra were collected in transmission mode at 2 cm À1 resolution by averaging 40 scans. Interferograms were multiplied using the Blackman-Harris three-term apodization function prior to Fourier transformation. Spectra were saved from 399.5 to 3998.5 cm À1 , resulting in each spectrum containing 5084 channels (data points). Each individual spectrum was saved both in its ''raw'' form and after ratioing it to the single-beam spectrum of the open beam. After samples were scanned they were sent to a laboratory for independent RCS quantification using the MSHA P7 method (RJ Lee Group, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). These independent estimates provided the response variables (y P7 ) needed to develop the PLS calibration and judge the impact of DoF sampling on RCS determination.
RCS Determination by the OLS Protocol
The OLS protocol's capability to determine RCS in coal mines samples is summarized in Figure 1 . Raw spectra of laboratory-prepared silica standards and coal mine samples were background corrected using OPUS spectral analysis software (Bruker Optics) prior to manually integrating the a-quartz and kaolinite analytical bands at $800 and 915 cm À1 , respectively. 15 Background correction consisted of ratioing the measured spectrum against the spectrum of a filter blank which was acquired prior to analyzing a batch of dust samples. This procedure eliminated most (but not all) of the absorption spectrum of the filter, since the thickness of each individual filter used for dust samples varied compared to the thickness of the filter blank. Concave rubber band baseline correction was applied (10 iterations) to reduce the impact of baseline on defining the limits of integration for the quartz and kaolinite analytical bands. 25 The integrated absorbances of the a-quartz doublet and kaolinite bands from standard spectra is then used to determine calibration factors (''OLS calibration;'' Fig. 1 ) as in previous work. 9 Of the orginal 101 mine samples only 66 were used to test the OLS protocol (see ''RCS prediction,'' Fig. 1 ). Samples excluded from the analysis had an RCS mass either below the limit of quantification (LOQ) for the OLS method or below the LOQ for the MSHA P7 method. 9 Respirable crystalline silica prediction in the remaining 66 coal mine samples required applying a calibration factor (CF 915/800 ) to correct the RCS integrated absorption (A RCS ) for kaolinite interference while the second calibration factor (CF 800,mgQuartz ) determined the RCS mass in the sample from the corrected absorption measurement. 10, 15 The impact of DoF sampling was evaluated by comparing OLS predictions to an independent laboratory's analysis of the same samples by the MSHA P7 method (ĝ ¼ŷ OLS Ày P7 ). The standard error of prediction (SEP) and bias for each sample were developed from these comparisons. Bias was calculated for each sample as the percent relative difference between the OLS-predicted and P7 quantification of RCS in each sample, Bias % ð Þ ¼ 100ĝ y P7 . 26 Average bias and its corresponding 95% confidence limits were estimated to give an understanding of the degree of uncertainty in the sample bias. Figure 1 . Summary of the OLS protocol. The FT-IR spectra of filter-deposited quartz standards and coal mine samples are first background corrected to remove PVC absorption and residual baseline. Band integration, calibration, and RCS prediction faithfully follow the MSHA P7 method wherein quartz and kaolinite absorption are estimated by integrating the a-quartz doublet ($800 cm À1 ) and Al-OH stretch ($915 cm À1 ) in laboratory standard spectra (A Quartz ,A kao ) followed by estimation in field samples (A RCS ,A kao ). Calibration factors (CF) are then developed from quartz standards, and RCS predicted in the coal mine samples. The method and, by extension, impact of DoF sampling are evaluated by comparing OLS (ŷ OLS ) to independent MSHA P7 predictions (y P7 ).
RCS Prediction Using the PLS Protocol
The PLS protocol is summarized in Figure 2 . Preprocessing, including derivative transforming spectra and wavenumber selection, was applied prior to RCS determination to ensure viable RCS predictions and interpretable PLS components. Specifically, the raw 5084-point DoF spectra were transformed to first-derivative spectra using a secondorder, 21-channel Savitzky-Golay filter. 27 Derivative filtering has been shown to suppress broad baselines and offsets thereby improving the signal-to-background ratio. 28 Previous work has documented the benefits of applying wavenumber selection prior to PLS calibration to identify only the most important variables (columns in ½X) used for RCS determination in non-coal mine samples. 24, 29 In this study, the backward Monte Carlo unimportant variable elimination (BMCUVE) procedure was again tasked with selecting the best variables for RCS determination. 24 Given the limited number of samples available for calibration and prediction (n ¼ 66), data from metal/non-metal mine (MNM) samples containing a known mass of RCS and spectra acquired on the same FT-IR instrument were used for wavenumber selection by BMCUVE (see Weakley et al. 24 for details). This separate data set was used to distance the process of wavenumber selection from PLS calibration, preserving coal mine samples for calibration and RCS prediction. Although MNM mine samples contained no trace of kaolinite absorption, these spectra were still used to remove many of the 5084 wavenumbers that corresponded to excessive background and unreliable silica absorption.
The same 66 sample-pairs used for OLS analysis (½X,y P7 ) were next partitioned into two sets, one for model training (calibration) and one for method evaluation (testing). A stratified partitioning of samples was followed to ensure that the distribution and range of RCS mass were comparable in the calibration and testing sets. Specifically, samples from Mines 2, 6, and 6a were assigned as the calibration set (N c ¼39) with the remaining samples from Mines 1, 3, 4, and 5 placed in the testing set (N T ¼27). Next, two samples from Mine 6a were moved to the testing set to better match the distribution of calibration samples. Spectral matrices were then standardized (''autoscaled'') to unit variance and response variables (y c, P7 , y T P7 ) mean-centered prior to PLS calibration and RCS prediction. 22, 23 Following transformation, scaling, variable selection, and sample partitioning, PLS regression was carried out using the nonlinear, iterative partial least-squares (NIPALS) algorithm. 16 The number of PLS components used to predict RCS was determined by fivefold cross-validation and selected according to a minimized root mean squared error of cross-validation (RMSECV). 30 Respirable crystalline silica prediction performance was judged using the same metrics applied to OLS model.
Results and Discussion
The total mass of dust on the 101 samples collected for this study was in the range of 126-2678 mg with the percent silica in the range of 2-30%. The median composition of RCS for the 66 samples above the DoF method LOQ Figure 2 . Summary of PLS protocol for RCS determination in coal mine samples. The 66 coal mine spectra are transformed to first-derivative spectra and a fraction (p) of the total 5084 data points (p) are selected using data from metal/non-metal (MNM) mine dust samples from Weakley et al. 24 Preprocessed spectra, ½X, and P7 estimates, y P7 , are partitioned into calibration and testing sets (subscripted ''c'' and ''T,'' respectively). PLS calibration develops regression coefficients (b) to predict RCS in test samples with method evaluation then qualifying prediction performance. The tilde ($) denotes that wavenumber selection has been performed. deviated significantly between mine sites, with the shape of the respective distributions and incidence of sample extremes indicating that silica exposure varied markedly across the mine sites. This highlights the need for a DoF method that is robust in relation to fluctuations in RCS mass as well as to variations in mineral and organic content on the sampling filters.
For RCS determination in coal dust samples, both OLS and PLS protocols are potentially hindered by the presence of kaolinite and other organic and inorganic confounders that may be unique to each mine site. In order to visualize these potential interferences, the spectra were grouped according to mine site, averaged, and the most important region for our analysis was plotted (Figure 3 ). Samples from Mine 6 had the largest average absorbance of kaolinite as seen in Figure 3 . Mine 5, on the contrary, contained very little kaolinite but a large absorption band at 878 cm À1 . This was presumably related to carbonate absorption but the characteristically strong CO À2 3 antisymmetric stretch of carbonate at 1430 cm À1 was not identified due to water vapor interference ( Figure S4 ).
At this point, we would like to mention a caveat concerning Figure 3 . The IR spectra of the samples collected in this study were predominantly composed of mineral absorption bands (silica, kaolinite) and were remarkably devoid of bands due to organic material. For example, it should be noted that the IR spectra of high-rank coals (anthracites and low-volatile bituminous) show three moderately strong bands between 900 and 700 cm À1 that are assigned to aromatic C-H OOP bending modes. 31 The central of the three bands has its maximum absorption at approximately 815 cm À1 constituting a potential interference to the a-quartz doublet. The coals investigated in this study were all ranked high-volatile bituminous and yet we see no evidence of these bands. Mine 1 shows a strong absorption at 868 cm À1 , which might indicate the presence of aromaticity related to coal particulates; however, bands at $815 cm À1 and 750 cm À1 were not resolvable from PVC, thus casting doubt on an aryl C-H OOP bending assignment. Overall, we suspect that the absence of organic constituents on the filters is a result of them failing to pass through the cyclone because their relative particle size is larger than the respirable range. A more detailed investigation into this phenomenon will be the subject of a future study.
A plot of the OLS-predicted (ŷ OLS ) against the measured (y P7 ) RCS values illustrates the accuracy attainable by the DoF protocol (Figure 4) . Figure 4 indicates a strong linear correlation between the DoF estimation and the RCS quantities obtained by the independent P7 analysis (R 2 ¼ 0.9477). Average bias and standard error for bias (SE Bias ) are small with bias not significantly different from zero (a ¼ 0.05).
Addressing the impact of DoF sampling on RCS prediction was a main task of this study. Figure 5 shows that demarcating the bias plot at 25 mg helps us to visualize why sample predictions show a low average bias for the OLS procedure. Furthermore, Figure 5 suggests that negative sample bias is potentially correlated to the ratio of the quartz doublet area to the kaolinite band area (A RCS =A kao ). Samples with bias less than -15% always contained A RCS =A Kao < 0.91 with the magnitude of negative bias proportional to A RCS =A kao , e.g., the most negatively biased sample above 25 mg had an A RCS =A Kao ¼ 0.44.
Polyvinyl chloride shows strong unresolved absorption centered at $956 cm À1 and, more importantly, a broad shoulder at 919 cm À1 . 32, 33 Evidence of PVC absorption remaining in the spectra after background correction likely affected the integration of the kaolinite band at 915 cm À1 , adding a positive contribution to the estimated band area. The confounding location of these PVC bands therefore helps explain negative prediction bias since Figure 3 . Average baseline-corrected spectra from each mine site, normalized to the PVC band at 956 cm À1 . Silica and kaolinite vibrations are evident between 817 and 767 cm À1 and 930 and 885 cm À1 , respectively. Polyvinyl chloride vibrations are identifiable at 956 cm À1 and 832 cm À1 with detailed information about the character of substrate absorption confined to supporting information. a falsely high kaolinite absorption leads to the overcorrection of the silica doublet and consequently the under-prediction of RCS mass. Therefore, samples showing a high loading of kaolinite and low mass loading of RCS will likely tend to exhibit negative bias for this OLS calibration.
Prior to developing the PLS calibration, the BMCUVE technique was employed for wavenumber selection using metal/non-metal spectra. The backward Monte Carlo unimportant variable elimination identified an optimal subset of wavenumbers exclusively from the a-quartz doublet region ( Figure 6 , blue features), closely duplicating results from our previous study. 24 Unlike the case for non-coal samples, kaolinite was readily apparent in the IR spectra of coal dust captured on the filter (Figures 3 and 6a ). Thus we anticipated that utilizing only features from the quartz doublet region would lead to somewhat reduced accuracy for RCS prediction, i.e., wavenumber selection provided a strong first step in model optimization but left the decision Figure 6 . Analytical region selected by BMCUVE and used for PLS calibration and prediction. An average absorption spectrum (a) and all first derivative spectra (b) were calculated and plotted for the 66 mine samples, respectively. Blue wavenumbers indicate those chosen by the BMCUVE feature selection using non-coal mine samples (80 variables). Green wavenumbers (95 variables) were chosen manually to cover the substrate and kaolinite interference regions. Important band centers are indicated by vertical lines in the derivative spectra, with some spectra showing distinctive behavior at 868 and 878 cm À1 (unlabeled). of whether to incorporate kaolinite confounders to the analyst. This prompted a decision to include 95 additional wavenumbers into the PLS calibration between 889 to 956 cm À1 to capture features from the kaolinite and PVC bands (green points in Figure 6a and b).
After wavenumber selection, fivefold cross-validation identified a four-component model as optimal for RCS quantification. Respirable crystalline silica predictions in coal mine samples are shown in Figure 7 . Respirable crystalline silica prediction by PLS exhibited an approximately twofold lower SEP (compared to OLS) while using only about one-third of the available samples (27 versus 66) in the calculation. This result was not unexpected given the aforementioned ability of PLS to model RCS and then consign confounder absorption (and noise) to the lesser PLS components, thereby leaving the RCS determination unencumbered.
Partial least squares regression exhibited higher average bias than the OLS model. Confidence intervals indicated no significant difference between the two methods, however. Wider confidence intervals for the PLS method may reflect the increased uncertainty of estimating average bias using only 27 samples versus all 66 samples for the OLS procedure (see Figures 1 and 2 for details) . In fact, the twofold drop in SEP is reproduced clearly on bias plots (Figure 8 ) with PLS prediction errors never exceeding AE35% sample bias (compared to samples regularly exceeding these margins for the OLS protocol). A trend (dip) in sample bias is evident with most negatively biased samples collected at Mine 1, a batch excluded from the calibration set. Attempts to link bias behavior to gravimetric measurements, A RCS =A kao , or substrate absorption proved unsuccessful. This motivated coloring samples according to their mine affiliation and exploring the FT-IR spectra for mineral and organic absorption unique to Mine 1. Figure 9 illustrates that the trend in sample bias is traceable to the IR absorption behavior of seven samples, uncovered by a principal component analysis (PCA). [34] [35] [36] Projecting each spectrum onto the second and third principal components (PCs) reveals a clustering of Mine 1 samples in the lower left of the subspace. The dispersion of Mine 1 samples on the third PC was largely linked to variations in IR absorption between 860 and 880 cm À1 , a range considered unimportant by BMCUVE wavenumber selection. However, the proximity of this region to the kaolinite band (930-885 cm À1 ) suggests that interference from absorption in the range of 880-860 cm À1 was probable (see Figure S6 ). Specifically, these negatively biased samples ( Figure 8) show a moderately strong absorption band at $868 cm À1 , which is evident in the first derivative spectra (Figure 6b ) and confirmed in the absorption spectra ( Figure  S6 ). Absorption in this region may indicate the presence of the aforementioned aryl C-H OOP bending modes characteristic of higher-rank coals. If correct, an associated absorption band at 814 cm À1 is expected to confound the quartz analytical region and therefore positively bias predictions. 13, 31 These Mine 1 samples, however, show negative bias and no evidence of other aromatic stretches outside 900-700 cm À1 . The cause of the PLS calibration under-predicting RCS in Mine 1 samples therefore remains elusive. Figure 9 can also be used to assess absorption differences in other samples and connect those differences to prediction bias. For example, one observation from Mine 5 (<25 mg, bias & 31%) appears diametrically opposite to the encircled Mine 1 cluster in Figure 9 . This sample also shows a sharp band centered at 878 cm À1 (Figure 3 ). This absorption band directly interfered with the kaolinite stretch at 915 cm À1 on the right hand side of the band which likely explains its position on PC 1 and PC 3 . It is not possible to link the dispersion (nor relative position) of samples on the principal component plots to definite interference sources without access to detailed mineral, phase, and elemental composition measurements for these mine samples. Regardless, the PCs derived from these spectra are useful in identifying when a sample will show extreme or unique absorption behavior and therefore may fall outside the predictive capabilities of the PLS method. Principal components may therefore prove valuable in RCS field predictions in that samples can be prescreened for interferences prior to prediction by the PLS approach.
Conclusion
Two methods were tested to determine the efficacy of predicting RCS mass in coal dust samples using transmission FT-IR spectroscopy in a DoF application. The first method (based on OLS) is a close analog to the MSHA P7 method and is simple to apply and generally applicable to samples containing confounder-free silica, since it incorporates silica response based on pure silica standards. If kaolinite (the major confounder in coal mine dusts) was present in the field samples, its presence was accounted for by using a secondary peak from the IR spectrum ($915 cm À1 ) to enable a direct correction. Employing analytical standards and kaolinite correction to 66 mine dust samples resulted in a linear correlation with P7 results, an acceptable standard error of prediction, and zero average bias according to confidence intervals. A minor limitation of the OLS approach was the sensitivity of the calibration to the proportion of kaolinite present in the field samples, i.e., high kaolinite relative to RCS IR absorption led to the small under-prediction of RCS in coal dust samples, as seen in RCS sample bias.
The second method employed a PLS approach and, while more complex, produced predictions that showed a good correlation to the primary P7 method, twofold greater accuracy in RCS prediction, and no clear correlation between under-prediction and kaolinite mass. Furthermore, the analyst was not required to directly correct the RCS measurement for kaolinite nor background interferences related to the substrate, leaving the method viable for automated RCS prediction in the field. The improved precision and convenience of the PLS method came at the cost of increased sensitivity to mineral or substrate confounders. A complementary PCA allowed us to diagnose the likely source of model bias as absorption concentrated in the region 860-880 cm À1 . Overall, the eventual application of a PLS method for the field prediction of RCS will require including many more samples in the calibration set, preferably from mines with a wide range of geological conditions. Figure 9 . The result of projecting derivative spectra onto their second and third PCs. The PCs were calculated using all wavenumbers in the range of 765-956 cm À1 . The legend indicates the sample's affiliation to a given mine. Parentheses denote proportion of variance explained by each component (see Wold et al. 37 for interpretation of PC score plots). assistance, as they provided the many coal dust samples from active mines, which made this study possible.
